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Wild Orphans tells the emotional tale of eight baby elephants living in the nursery of the David Sheldrick
Wildlife Trust Orphanage at the Nairobi National Park in Kenya, East Africa. It chronicles their story over
two long years, including memorable images of the rescue of abandoned baby elephants, their upbringing by
dedicated 24-hour surrogate human "mothers," the lessons they learn, and ultimately, their release back into
the wild. The stars of Wild Orphans are the "Orphan 8": eight babies who arrived at the orphanage during the
summer of 1999, a time of prolonged drought and increased ivory poaching. They are: Natumi - Rescued
froma well at just two months old after her mother was killed by hunters, she is the ringleader of the eight
and is very possessive of the smaller babies; Icholta - Rescued at six weeks old after being abandoned by her
herd. She is small for her age, with soft fuzz on her head, and is very gentle and friendly; Ilingwezi -
Rescued at just one month, she was abandoned by her herd after falling into a deep gully. She is very sweet
and playful; Idie - Four months old when rescued from a well, Idie grieved deeply for the family that
abandoned her. Idie and Ilingwezi are now best friends; Nyiro - Found in a trench, he is sturdy and tough. As
the smallest and most out-going of the group, he is a great favorite among the bigger elephants; Salama - Just
three or four months old when abandoned by a herd that was fleeing poachers, Salama is tough, confident,
and occasionally pushy; Lolokwe - He was rescued after falling into a well at just one month old. It is
possible that he, Salama, and Nyiro all share the same father; Laikipia - She was rescued at four months after
falling down a well. While Wild Orphans focuses on the adventures of these elephants, the reader will also
be introduced to other orphans living in the nursery, their caregivers, older "graduate" elephants who return
to teach the babies, and the greater story of the African elephant's plight. Never before has a photographer
been granted this kind of access or spent this length of time photographing these orphans of Nairobi. Never
before has their return to the wild been documented. Wild Orphans is certainly a landmark in nature
photography and journalism, but it is also, perhaps more importantly, a story: One that will warm the soul
and pull at the heart-strings of all animal-lovers.
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From reader reviews:

Jack Lau:

This book untitled Wild Orphans to be one of several books which best seller in this year, this is because
when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this book in the
book retail store or you can order it via online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quicker to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason
to you personally to past this book from your list.

Cicely Silber:

The actual book Wild Orphans has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of help. The book was published by the very famous author. This articles author makes some
research prior to write this book. That book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after scanning
this book.

Linda Wood:

This Wild Orphans is great reserve for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you
who else always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it
data accurately using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read
the idea hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward
sentences but difficult core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Wild Orphans in your
hand like obtaining the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no book that offer
you world throughout ten or fifteen tiny right but this book already do that. So , this can be good reading
book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt this?

Robin Holloway:

Is it an individual who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs
or just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Wild Orphans can be the response, oh
how comes? It's a book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in this new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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